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Appendix B

REPORT TO: CDRP Stakeholder Board 8 October 2015
LEAD OFFICER: Philip Aldis, South Cambridgeshire District Council

Update on Community Trigger

Purpose
1. To update the CDRP Stakeholder Board on the South Cambs Community Trigger process.

Background
2. The Community Trigger process was introduced by the ASB, Crime and Policing Act in October 2014.  The 

trigger provides an opportunity for victims of anti-social behaviour to have their case reviewed.  The Board 
agreed the process for South Cambridgeshire at its meeting on 9 October 2014.

3. Trigger applications are handled by South Cambridgeshire District Council through the SCDC website. The 
aim is to bring together officers and agencies involved in the case within a month either through the regular 
Locality Meeting process or through a separate informal meeting.  We aim to take a personalised response to 
trigger applications rather then sending a template based letter.

Applications to date
4: We have received 4 applications since starting the scheme.  One related to Peterborough and so was handed 

over to Peterborough City Council.  Brief, anonymised details of the cases dealt with are given below: 

Case Policing Area Agencies involved Outcome
01

Received: 
30/11/2014

North RSL, Police Multi agency meeting held on 04/12/2014.  A complex 
case; assessment was that all appropriate action had 
been taken.  This was advised to applicant by phone on 
12/12/2014 and confirmed by letter and it was agreed to 
take to the appeal stage.  An Appeal panel was formed of 
three Board members; trigger appeal was placed on hold 
at request of applicant.

02

Received:
15/07/2015

North Police, SCDC 
Homelessness Team, 
School, County Council 
(Education)

Conversations held with individual officers to identify the 
case details and interventions made. We communicated 
with applicant by letter on 06/08/2015 advising that 
appropriate action had been taken by a number of 
agencies, and that some further action was planned which 
should help resolve the anti social behaviour.  

03

Received 
24/08/2015

South East SCDC Housing, Police Conversations held with individual officers to gather case 
details and interventions made.  The case is currently 
being actively managed by an appropriate manager, with 
a number of interventions taken and regular face-to-face 
contact with the perpetrators.  The applicant was advised 
on 10/09/2015 that the case will be progressed by the 
monthly Locality Group to ensure information sharing, with 
the victims being asked to continue to report incidents to 
Police and/or SCDC.

Risk management
5. There is a standing item on the CDRP T&CG agenda to report on new and existing cases. If an appeal is 

requested, they will be carried out by a board of senior officers taken from the T&CG and/or Board.

Philip Aldis
October 2015
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SUMMARY OF SCDC COMMUNITY TRIGGER PROCESS
communitytrigger@scambs.gov.uk

STAGE WHAT HAPPENS TIMESCALE
1.Acknowledge Receipt of your Community 

Trigger application is 
acknowledged

Letter CT1 sent within 3 
working days (automated)

2.Assess We will check to see if your 
Community Trigger 
application meets the 
Threshold Test

Assessed within next 10 
working days

Letter CT2 sent if not

Letter CT3 sent if yes
3.Analyse We will take your concerns 

seriously by referring it to a 
monthly group that looks at 
all the local issues in the 
District.  We will refer your 
concern to the next 
appropriate meeting.  
Meetings are held on a 
monthly basis across the 
District.

We will look at the:
 Persistency
 Harm or potential 

harm caused to you
 The adequacy of 

the response

We will use the tools 
template to see what has 
been done and what can 
be done.  If we believe that 
we have taken appropriate 
action, you will be told and 
the Community Trigger 
closed.

Discussed at meeting within 
ONE calendar month

4.Action If we identify that a course 
of action can be taken, we 
will create a short action 
plan about what can be 
done next.  This will be 
shared with you.

This action plan will be 
made within 10 working 
days of the above meeting 
take place.

The action plan will then 
form part of our regular 
meeting agenda to monitor 
progress.

5.Appeal If you remain unhappy with 
our response, then you can 
appeal and we will ask 3 
CDRP Board members to 
look at the case review

This will be done within  2 
months of your appeal


